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 The original conquest of America came on the heels of what historian and BYU professor, Eric Hinderaker, calls “the
Reformation.” This Reformation involved the German peasant uprising known as the Peasant’s War, or the War of the Frunken.
German peasants joined with the Roman Catholic Hapsburgs and the Swiss, and, with the help of some mercenaries, drove the

imperial forces back to the Adriatic Sea in 1483. After a period of relative peace, the imperial forces began attacking the
Bohemian, Moravian and Lutheran territories. This force continued to grow as more and more Germanic people joined them.
The lands being conquered now stretched from the Alps to the Baltic Sea. “By the time of the Peasant’s War, the Germanic

world was in a revolution. It was a revolution that would profoundly change the world.” –Eric Hinderaker In his book, The Rise
of the West: A History of the Human Community, Eric Hinderaker states that, at the end of the Peasant’s War, the region from

Prague to Bremen, Germany, was controlled by the Holy Roman Empire. In 1505, the Germanic kingdoms of southern
Germany and western Switzerland joined together under the banner of “Alsace,” and together they took control of most of

western Germany, Switzerland, Austria, and southern Italy. “If they were united, then Germany would dominate the central and
western Europe. If they could not be united, then Germany would become the dominant power in Europe.” –Eric Hinderaker
Germanic dominance had not yet become a reality, however. The armies of the German states could not successfully invade

England or Hungary. No matter how much the Germanic kingdoms wished it, they could not unite under a single banner. Yet for
a brief moment in history, there was a common land that the Germanic peoples ruled together. The lands of Germany were not
united, but, as a community of tribes and clans, they were interdependent. This shared land was called Alsace. The word Alsace
means “land of the Alle” or “all.” That is, in Germanic terms, “all of the land.” While Alsace is now in France, the lands had a

population of over one million. At the time it was 82157476af
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